News in Brief:

Votes Add Up

The election committee has revealed that, in casting the IBM vote, the Student Center last Tuesday night, it somehow received the Breen-Phillips election totals for Rich Rosie and Chuck Perrin. Mike Brown and student union president and member of the Election Committee, discovered the error when asked by Dave Kelly, Rosie’s resident assistant manager for B-P, to recheck the original totals rather than those posted in the Student Center. Kelly initiated the investigation because the election results were completely inconsistent with the poll he took last weekend in B-P.

Thus, rather than 102 for Perrin, 58 for Rosie, 37 for Dowd, and 25 for Graham, the B-P totals now stand at 102 for Rosie, 58 for Perrin, etc. The change raises Rosie’s total to 2502 while reducing Perrin’s to 524. Rosie, then, finishes with 59.5% of the votes cast on Tuesday, with 19.5%, Dowd with 17.5%, and Graham with 3.5%.

Just Folks Now

The University’s beloved ecumenical landmark, Sacred Heart Church, has taken another step toward redecoration. Guitars will now adorn the campus cathedral at regular 12:15 Sunday “Folk” Mass.

Do Re Mi

Notre Dame’s Glee Club will team up with Ursuline College’s sixty-three member group for a special concert to be presented in the Stepan Center at 8:15 on March 2. The Ursuline group is noted for its spring and fall concerts. Rossie’s group, the Fighting Irish, will present Hallelujah from the popular opera Amahl and the Night Visitors, Liszt’s Preludes to Eternity, and a selection by the student chorus. The concert will close with student participation on the organ.

The current resolution before the College Senate is an amendment to the student job policy. The resolution was sponsored by Rossie and Rossette, members of the Student Faculty and Academic Senate, and was adopted after a lengthy debate. The resolution increases the number of student jobs available to faculty members from one to three, and requires that at least one of these jobs be a student job.

Richard Rosie’s recovery from the arduous week of campaigning was furthered yesterday by the revelation that the Election Committee had erred in its tabulations. A recount of the 1964 presidential race revealed that the total number of votes cast was 44 more than previously reported. The additional votes were cast for Rosie and Brown.

Mario McLean, the English Department chairman, and his grant has been restored. McLean stressed the importance of his research, stating that it was essential for the future of the University and the field of English literature. He also noted that the grant had been a significant financial support for his department and the University as a whole.

The national AAUP has no established guidelines for tuition grants. The current system of tuition grants is based on the needs of the individual student and the ability of the family to pay. The national AAUP has no established guidelines for tuition grants. The current system of tuition grants is based on the needs of the individual student and the ability of the family to pay. The national AAUP has no established guidelines for tuition grants. The current system of tuition grants is based on the needs of the individual student and the ability of the family to pay.
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Infirmary Keeps Bankers Hours

University Physician Dr. George D. Colp says the medical care available at the Notre Dame infirmary is above average. This school is obviously better off than universities like Drake and Brakley—where there is no infirmary service at all. On the other hand, a comparison with the extensive medical facilities at such schools as Purdue and Michigan State leaves much to be desired in the Notre Dame setup. Notre Dame is better equipped than some schools, and less equipped than others. Yet, there exists no standard by which to measure an infirmary, and comparisons are often misleading.

Dr. Colp characterizes the service at the ND infirmary with the statistic: "the average length of time a student had to wait to be seen was less than ten minutes," and described this as "better service than you will receive in any private clinic." This statistic perhaps would be significant if injuries and sickness restricted themselves to the nine to five office schedule of the infirmary doctors. But they don't. Obviously Dr. Colp has not talked to students who need the infirmary's service after hours—students such as Robert Schueler, Frank DiTillo, Joseph Byrnes and William Peters.

Schueler, a freshman from Stanford Hall, doubled over with stomach pains one night just before 11 p.m. last month and headed over to the infirmary. He found all the doors locked, and it took him more than ten minutes just to get in—and then only because a priest was opening the door to let some friends out. Five minutes after he got in, the nurse on duty came down from upstairs and told Schueler, who sat doubled over in a chair, "You'll have to fill out these forms.

The paper work completed, the nurse took his temperature. "No fever," she reported. Schueler asked her to do something for his stomach, which was getting progressively worse. "There's nothing I can do for you here," she said, "but I can call you a cab to the hospital!" Schueler asked about calling the security police—which he thought might be faster. The nurse told him the security ambulance was "only for emergencies." Schueler commented later, "I guess a possible appendicitis wasn't a good enough emergency.

The cab arrived at 12:30 a.m., more than an hour after he came to the infirmary. He was taken to St. Joseph's Hospital Emergency room, where his ailment was diagnosed as kidney stones—probably not as dangerous as a rupturing appendix, but still something that should and could have been dealt with much sooner than it was.

Schueler suggests, "Why don't they just tell the students to forget about the infirmary on weekends? Why waste time? If you get hurt or sick, just call a cab."

Byrnes Phillips-Freehman Frank DiTillo fell down a flight of stairs the night of Feb. 8 and was found unconscious. He came around gradually and his friends walked him over to the infirmary. They got in OK, but it didn't do the poor guy much good. Seems someone forgot to leave the keys to the first aid room with the nurse. In this case, security was called, and DiTillo was taken to St. Joseph's Hospital. No serious injury—just a real good bump on the head. But what results might such a forgetful blunder have had if the injury had been more than just a bump?

Broken bones are the most frequent emergencies on college campuses; yet the Notre Dame infirmary has no x-ray facilities. Dr. Colp said he would like to see such facilities added. So would most students who have ever had occasion to visit the infirmary with broken or badly sprained limbs.

Byrnes, a freshman from Holy Cross, passed out while trying to walk off the floor after injuring his leg last month in a basketball game at the Holy Cross Hall gym. Security Police were called and arrived very quickly according to witnesses. Byrnes was first taken to the infirmary, but was given the standard: "There's nothing we can do for you here—you'll have to go to St. Joe's."

Robert Perry, a freshman in Holy Cross, rode with Byrnes to the hospital in the security station wagon. He described the trip this way: "Joe was rolling all over the back of the car. Everyone the car came to a stop and started up again. Joe rolled in the opposite direction. He was lucky he didn't smash his other ankle." Patients are transported in a standard emergency stretcher on wheels.

Peters, a sophomore in Holy Cross, was also hurt during a game in the ball gym and was taken to St. Joseph's Hospital for x-rays. "No break," was the report. When he went home for Christmas, however, his family doctor told him he had a broken ankle that should have been set.

Reports of outpatient treatment during office hours were mixed. Many comments were along the lines of "they did everything they could for me," or "I couldn't ask for better treatment." On the other side of the coin, one student said, "They think everyone who walks in there is either a hypochondrist looking for an easy cut. It might help if they could be a little friendlier."

Complaints about the resident care were few and far between. "Even the nurses are nicer uptown," said one former patient. Another said, "The care up there is better than in a hospital." A student confined for five days said, "Not bad—I had no complaints."

All in all, the infirmary's major problem does not seem to be with either daily out-patient or overnight care—both appear relatively adequate. But there is a very real problem. Right now the Notre Dame infirmary is not providing adequate medical service to those who need it—either at night or on weekends. Lack of both an ambulance and doctor on duty at least in residence 24 hours a day is not yet resulted in a campus tragedy. But tonight is another night and the beginning of another weekend—without adequate emergency facilities.

Neither this newspaper nor its editors warrant the veracity of advertisements or the quality of any product or service offered.

OFFICE HOURS
Mon., Wed., and Fri., 3-4
Tues. and Thurs., 3-5

WANTED
KIDNEY STONES

Auto Sport 52148 U.S.
31 N. 272-0065.


Where:
Auto Sport 52148 U.S.
31 N. 272-0065.

To whom it may concern: BRING RESULTS.

Auto Sport 52148 U.S.
31 N. 272-0065.

Foreign Car Service
and Parts...
For All Makes and Models.
IMPORT AUTO 228-1111
2416 MISHAWAWKA AVE.

Europe! Where luxury & soul
range through "au doce vita"!
If interested in collaborating
on a summertime "Grand Tour"—
Write: Scheeler, 315 Sorr.

To whom it may concern:
I am worth every penny of it.

An Observer Classified is the best
way to enter every room on camp-
us for anything you wish to buy,
sell, rent, announce or advertise.

Hi Ann Marie, Julien, & Claire-
Michael Oliver

Welcome to Marii Grus, Marii,
Shere, Pat, Jamiie, Chery, Jeanne
Dorey, and Bruce.

A.K.C. Approved - White Ruf-
Fusion Breeder. Contact "Odie"
Moscow, Dallas, Texas.

A.O. Approved - White Ruf-
Fusion Breeder. Contact "Odie"
Moscow, Dallas, Texas.

To all of you: I can't say.
Bob Brady.

Paul's Shoe Shop is still in the
same location: right behind the
Administration Building.
8:00 - 5:00 Mon. - Fri. 8:00 - 12:00 Sat.

Will trade TV, for stereo. Contact
Bill 105 Fisher, phone 7449.

I would like (3) tickets to be
Creighton basketball game. Con-
tact Jim Jimmell, 284

Gwen Wabbit Classifieds

GM SIMER'S
410 North Hill Street
American-Italian and Sea
Food daily
CARRYOUT SERVICE

Hi Ann Marie, Julien, & Clot-

Michael Oliver

A.K.C. Approved - White Ruf-
Fusion Breeder. Contact "Odie"
Moscow, Dallas, Texas.

To all of you: I can't say.
Bob Brady.
The Scholastic Crisis Still Unsettled

By TIM O’NEILLIA

The Scholastic will be published for at least two more weeks, according to Vice-President for Student Affairs Rev. Charles McInerney, C.S.C., who is ex officio publisher of the magazine. Following those issues a decision will be made concerning the future of the Scholastic by Editor Mike McInerney and Fr. McCarragher.

Fr. McCarragher also announced a change in the editorial selection policy of the Scholastic. He said any student would be eligible to apply for the editorial position. Previously the selection was left solely to a board controlled by the Administration. McCarragher said the decision was made to make the seven junior editors who were fired by McInerney last Fri. eligible for the position. He said he wanted “no one to be hurt” by the selection of next year’s editor.

The seven editors were dismissed because they circulated a statement opposing the endorsement by three senior editors, including McInerney, of Pat Dowd for Student Body President. They claimed they were not consulted as to their choice for the Scholastic’s endorsement. Forty-eight staff members quit as a result of the dismissals.

Joel Garren, junior news editor among those dismissed, said that the objective of his group was to “get the best magazine possible.” He also said the best solution would be a reconciliation between McInerney and the editors.

Garren said that former Scholastic editor John Twohey has arranged a meeting tomorrow with McInerney and his group for the purpose of resolving the crisis.

Student Body President Chris Murphy said Student Government would not intervene at the present moment because “it’s not my baby.” He explained that Student Government was not in any way connected with the publication and did not wish to become involved. He said he was particularly wary of the problem because of its political nature.

Murphy did say, however, that if it became evident that the situation at the Scholastic resulted in a “disservice to the students,” then he would establish a mediation board of neutral students. He hopes McInerney would take the seven back but he also said he would not oppose McInerney if he believes that the crisis McInerney faces would be “too much for him personally.”

Fr. McCarragher said that McInerney is confident that the magazine can continue without the dismissed editors. This week’s issue will contain 32 instead of the usual 36 pages. He said that if it becomes evident that the Scholastic will have trouble publishing in March then they would move the selection of next year’s editor up one month. No issues are to be published in April because of Easter vacation, and the new editor is due to take over in May.

McCarragher said he had not been informed of McInerney’s decision to dismiss the editors until it became publicly known, although an attempt had been made to contact him. He said, however, that he “was ready to face any kind of action.”

The above piece of equipage is part of the new cyclotron being installed in the recently-completed extension of Noland Science Hall.

NSHP Hunting For More Grant Money

The South Bend Unit of the Neighborhood Study Help Program has applied for a $25,000 subsidy from the Rockefeller Foundation to help fund its program through the second semester.

Rich Moran, Notre Dame coordinator for the program, told the Observer that the tutoring program in the South Bend area will definitely continue through the second semester. N.H.S.P. was in danger of being discontinued when the Office of Economic Opportunity cut off its funds in January.

Currently the program is running on $3636 contributed by the United Community Services of South Bend. Other assistance has come in the form of $1,000 contributed by the Notre Dame faculty and $500 collected in the South Bend area.

Moran said that besides the money requested from the Rockefeller Foundation, the program has also requested to be made an affiliate of United Community Services in 1969. Should the request be approved, Neighborhood Study Help will be funded entirely by U.C.S. next year.

The Observer is published three times weekly during the college semester except vacation periods by the students of The University of Notre Dame. Subscriptions may be purchased for $7.50 from The Observer, Box 11, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556. Second class postage paid, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556.

JUNIOR PARENTS WEEKEND

Ticket Sales Wed. Feb. 28

IMMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS

Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Civil Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Systems Analysts

Naval Architects
Nuclear Engineers
Civil Engineers
Metallurgical Engineers

See our representative Ed Conney Tuesday, February 27

He’ll be at the Placement Office to answer questions, discuss qualifications, take applications for fast action.

Ford Information call 284-6793.
A Fair Decision

If there has to be a draft for the armed forces, then the draft as recently edited by the Selective Service head Gen. Lewis Hershey is perhaps a premium one.

War time drafts should not be discriminating things. Draftees during a war are reasonably sure of seeing combat and reasonably sure of facing death daily for a period of at least one year. And there is no either side damage the quality of the magazine.

We understand that the Scholastic had previously planned a publication break in the near future. We would suggest that if differences continue to go unresolv-ed, that the editor-in-chief for next year be chosen at that time, and immediately installed.

But selection of the editor brings up the basis of the problem of editorial policy in the Scholastic. This selection is controlled not by any body of students, or even the magazine itself - but by a university board. We feel that this method of editorial appointment, as the apex of final control of the magazine by the Administration, has reflected itself in the unwillingness of the Scholastic staff to experiment with their magazine. While it has become an increasingly slick publication, we sometimes wonder if the Scholastic is not slowly drifting away from the Notre Dame scene.

The Scholastic has too much power and potential to cheat the campus. This demands not merely reconciliation over the recent policy abortion, but a re-examination of what the Scholastic intends to do at a vastly changing Notre Dame, and how it intends to organize itself to do it.

THE OBSERVER
A Student Newspaper
FOUNDED NOVEMBER 3, 1966
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA

For the Sake of the Mag

It has been rare, indeed, when we have found it opportune and necessary to comment upon the operation of our journalistic older sister, the Scholastic. Unfortunately, the crisis concerning the Scholastic staff which generated with the Senior editors' SBP endorsement remains unresolved, and it is only the whole castle that will lose in the long run.

Almost all of the forty-eight editors and staff members that quit or were fired continue to live in exile from their labor of love. While previously written material, and some extremely hard efforts of the massive staff depletion will begin to be felt next week.

Our own prohngs indicate that most of the exiles desire to return to the Scholastic staff, but have not been offered a reasonable opportunity. The Senior editors of the magazine have a responsibility to prevent damaging the quality of their publication through continued petty and personal bickering. This problem is especially acute as the time for changeover in the editoral staffs of both publications rapidly approaches. Both experience and the quality of their work would dictate that the major editorial positions must be filled from the ranks of the exiled staff members. Continued nonsense on either side could damage the quality of the magazine.

The Last Words

Dennis Gallagher

The Invaders

We received a letter at the Observer office the other day, enlisting our support in what seems to be a very important cause. It came from a man named Larry Klein, a resident of Chicago, Illi- nois. Although the handwriting on the envelope was almost illegible, the address was complete with post office box number and we therefore assume that Mr. Klein felt he had some pertinent information for us to transmit to the student body.

His statement consisted of two mimeographed sheets and their import was frankly startling. Mr. Klein begins, "GOD originally created mankind to be each a positive power of his own." However, man is threatened by the power of sin. "Sin is negative and the invention of satan for the purpose of tarring, harnessing and enslaving mankind's power and energies to be used by the unrepentant evil fallen angels against the very source from whom they get their power...mankind." The situation is indeed grave. "The power stolen from mankind," says Mr. Klein, "is drawn up in magnetic reservoirs on Venus and Jupiter and stored to be turned back upon, and to further enslave, mankind. While we are asleep our conscious mind is relaxed and your unconscious mind is helpless against post hypnotic suggestion from these telescopic thought transmitters on Venus and Jupiter."

But there is a way out. "The end of the world is very near." Mr. Klein warns, "(midnight, December 24,2004) and if you follow Jesus truly...the big bonus is a new body and everlasting life, and joy and freedom beyond your fondest dreams of truth."

Meanwhile, the strategy of the evil forces has been at last uncovered. The fallen angels are in fact the inventors of the flying saucer. "The fallen angels have had flying saucers for about 6,500 years and can go as far out in space as Alpha-Centauri-no farther." Fortunately, most of the original fallen angels have been securely locked up in the bowels of the earth and are now repentant. There are now only 77 remaining evil angels at large. Even these are what happened. "Klein reports, They are each individually locked into commandered murdered bodied of men forever. So now mankind can point out an evil fallen angel...if man knows who to point to."

Each evil angel captains his own saucer. "Flying saucers can travel at the speed of light," Mr. Klein says, "(The evil angels lack the courage to go beyond 60,000 miles per second.)"

God has made various prophecies and statements to Mr. Klein concerning the situation. Perhaps the most encouraging is this: "In Nov. 1976, Michael the Archangel will be elected President of the U.S." Rather more somber is the report that Robert Bix, the president of Continental Airlines, is satan and that Robert S. McNamara is an evil angel.

Apparently, all will work out well though. "Before 1984 the Archangel Michael (as President of the U.S.) will battle satan in the heavens in flying saucers and Michael will win...driving satan and all the other fallen angels to earth forever."

"After 1984" God has reported to Mr. Klein, "The United States will go downhill." I don't suppose there is anything it could do for an encore.

The Observer Office
Tom McKenna
That's Us, Baby

At the General Assembly, Sargent Shriver told us he remembered when Hershey was only a candy bar. The student opposition to the Vietnam war, now, with Louis B. Mayer's latest declarations, the Selective Service System has lost all it sweetness and Hillsdale are jolted out of college (except for medical and dental students) opposing war. The seventeen thousand advisors of the Kennedy Administration have swelled to a half million commitment. The difference in numbers is being made up by the draft. That's us, baby.

If you are in favor of the war, there's no problem. Sign on the dotted line and you're off to foreign shores. But if you are opposed to the Vietnam conflict, you've got big trouble. It's called resistance. There are two types of resistance: passive and active. For the passive type, the draft system is not reconstructed it may come to a frightening fruition.

The peaceful dissenters have a number of options open to them. They can be conscientious objectors, accepting a five year sentence in a federal penitentiary. But this prospect is not the authentic one. The problem is being to hide.

Another avenue is the hard road to Canada. All you need is one hundred fifty out of a possible three hundred points and you're accepted into the maple leaf. But this road is an inauthentic one. The peace is being artfully censored. It's running away and that won't help stymie the war. A third possibility is making oneself a missing person but after a while there won't be anymore places to be seen because soon there will be nowhere to run, nowhere to hide.

The final alternative is a most unpleasant one. It is accepting a two to five year sentence in a federal penitentiary. It is the very last step; yet if convictions concerning the war are legitimate, it is a step that must be taken. The United States has a right to two years in exchange for a lifetime within her boundaries.

Not often do you get the opportunity to pass up a trip to Fort Wayne Indiana. But should a well-meaning friend confront you with such an opportunity within the next 50 years, take the long step. Walk up to him, swallow your adam's apple, and say: "Pf, Wayne, oh, no, not Pf, Wayne." Now it's not that Pf Wayne is a dirty city. Every city is dirty, right. But the dirt in Ft. Wayne is so old that though cleaning centers charge a dime to see it, and the city council has passed a law forbidding 50 everyone from moving it.

Take the city's outstanding Keenan Hotel, which incidentally is owned by the same Keenan who donated Keenan Hall at Notre Dame. No one is quite sure how Keenan Hotel was built, because at the time it was constructed people were not using arabic numerals. Even the old codger who ran the elevator, carried the baggage, and provided room service for the 12 story monument, didn't know, and he looked like the man in town. Speaking of the elevator, it's something I think Keenan's insurance company would like to keep quiet.

But you see the door on the elevator is entirely dependent on a coat hanger. There's no safety door. And the man who runs it looks like he was recruited from the Salvation Army Mission. In judging a hotel one should not merely look at the conveniences, but at the aesthetic qualities which make us feel at home. So in fairness we will talk about the rug. The rugs are red. Or orange. Or green. Or brown. Well, you really can't be sure what color they are you see, because there is a kind of dinge that floats about an inch off the floor like the smog that lingers over Los Angeles.

The rooms are nice. They have toilets and sports fans, toilets in Ft. Wayne, Ind. Some one should tell the LaSalle Hotel about that. And now for the special added attraction: the phone that really isn't. For you see, when you pick up the phone you don't get a dial tone...you get room service.

This is the way it works. "Operator, I want to get an outside line."

"I'm sorry, this isn't the operator. This is room service. May I take your order?"

"But you can't make a call from here.

"This is room service. We have sandwiches, drinks, etc., etc."

"No, damn it. I want to make a call."

"You mean you don't want anything to drink."

"Well, all right. I'll have a bourbon and soda and a ham sandwich."

"I'm sorry, but the kitchen closed and the bar is closing. We'll be open again in the morning."

"Oh, what about my call?"

"Oh, you want me to make a call. Well, gee, I think the operator is busy. Why don't you call back."

Chris Jarabek
No Dumpling

Old Crux editors don't really resign when their terms of office are up. They simply fade away. It was Notre Dame and find new positions...

Case in point this week: One retired senior feature editor who recently relocated her talents with the stricken Scholastic staff in the new headquarters in New Jersey. The ousted editors and their staffs...

"Sob" is a nasty word, fella. It isn't even synonymous with contributing editor, which is her new position.

And what does a contributing editor do? He/she contributes articles semi-sporadically to the publication. One could hardly call it a key position, but it does ostensibly help the magazine along.

Those who are yelling school don't seem to have really benefited in the walk-out episode last stage. Supposedly the action was taken in the interests of a There are many democratic publishers and the lone editor could respect the opinions of their struggle and concentrate on putting out a viable magazine. It seems like all we're hearing about these days is "student power!" I just can't understand it. I THINK I CAN EXPLAIN IT.

We both know that the students have been running this place for years.

But this is the difference. Now the students want to run things before they graduate.
From A Jack To A...

Photos by Camilo J. Vargara

Your Career's At Stake!...

Talk it over with the Johnson & Johnson representative on campus

Opportunities are available for:

- Production Supervisors
- Plant Engineers
- Accountants
- Electrical Engineers
- Industrial Engineers
- Design Engineers
- Chemical Engineers
- Packaging Engineers
- Chemists
- Plant Engineers
- Electrical Engineers
- Design Engineers
- Packaging Engineers
- Salesmen
- Maintenance Supervisors

Locations at Chicago, Illinois; New Brunswick, New Jersey and Sherman, Texas

An Equal Opportunity Employer

1. What on earth is that?
   The world's first almost perfect pickle slicer.

2. What'd you mean 'almost'?
   It keeps rejecting dills.

3. How'd you make out with your self-sharpening toothpick?
   I gave it up to work on my pre-stretched rubber band.

4. Ever considered going into a field more likely to give you a living income?
   But I want to be of service to humanity.
   And I like the challenge it provides.

5. Maybe you ought to look into the openings at Equitable. They've got a wide range of fascinating jobs that give you the chance to be of service. And they also give you a salary you can live on.
   Say, think they'd be interested in my fail-safe lint picker?

Make an appointment through your Placement Officer to see Equitable's employment representative on FEBRUARY 29 or write: James L. Morice, Manager, College Employment.

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States

Home Office: 2265 AVE. of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F – Equitable 1968
Dear Editor:

Tom Figel's column today revealled the serious lack of knowledge and understanding he has about Senator Hatfield, the Republican Party, and the mood of our nation.

First of all, Mark Oden Hatfield is the junior Senator from Oregon, not Washington (which is cursed with two staunch supporters of President Johnson). Secondly, since Senator Hatfield firmly backed Barry Goldwater in 1964, it is not likely that he will "bolt the party to support a peace candidate." Before Mr. Figel Shoos off his mouth, he should get the facts straight.

The Republican Party will not "have to compromise with the college community," nor will it, nor should it. The average delegate to the National Convention will support a man who believes in the same things he does: party loyalty and GOP orthodoxy. That man is Richard Nixon.

Finally, this nation is fed up with more than just the war. People are worried about high taxes, irresponsible pressure group demands, and insane federal spending. If the Republicans win in '68, they will win on these issues.

So Mr. Figel should stop "building castles in the sky" and accept reality, or if that is too much, at least learn some facts.

Sincerely,

Thomas Scott Thrasher
418 Stanford Hall

---

The Mail

Dear Editor:

I read Terry O'Neill's article on Father McKenzie, S.J., with great interest. Last month he and 254 other American priests asked Pope Paul to send a message to the American people condemning the war in Viet Nam in such words that no one of our leaders, no general, no senator, no bishop, no soldier, no citizen can fail to understand. May I as an American citizen be permitted to exercise the same privilege used by Father McKenzie and 254 others, namely the right to dissent? I will not be dictated to by 255 others.

As for theologian McKenzie's suggestions for 1968 I can only repeat a remark once made by Count Munster, the German Ambassad0r to Paris in the 1890's: "Beating empty air is always a tiresome job."

Sincerely yours,

Rev. Thomas J. Engeiton, Csc
Assistant Professor: History

---

McGrath Denies SMC Debt

Reverend John J. McGrath, acting president of Saint Mary's College, and Mr. John B. Coriden, College controller, denied yesterday that the school is financially unstable.

"Monetary problems are not my basic worry," stated McGrath and Coriden asserted that "Saint Mary's is currently in a very good financial position. As with any school engaged in private higher education, the financial situation here fluctuates during the year relative to the biannual semester income. Saint Mary's financial condition compares favorably with that of other colleges of similar size."

Rumors concerning the College's monetary situation sprung up annually, but this year's crop were given added credence by former president Sister Mary Grace's allusions to possible classroom building as a result of instability stemming from her removal, and by Fr. McGrath's listing of financial problems as one of his concerns in taking over the school's presidency. Although the grant loss failed to materialize, and McGrath maintains that he was referring to the need for future financial planning in the face of rising costs, the incidents were enough to spark speculation.

Some of the school's faculty members and the College Bookstore began to note slowness in payment of bills on the part of the Business Office. When Crox, SMC's campus newspaper failed to publish this week because of an alleged inability to meet their composing bills from the Notre Dame Student Union Press, the rumor-mill slipped into high gear.

According to McGrath and Coriden, however, there is no real basis for the speculation. Coriden states that the college's total long-term indebtedness is nearly $3 million, and that payment has been scheduled and provided for over an extended period of time.

Although the new classroom building will cost in excess of $2 million, both he and McGrath feel that the situation is well in hand as a result of government grants, monies from the estate of "Aunt Alice" (SMC's frequent but publicly anonymous benefactress), other private gifts and alumni pledges.

Coriden stated that the slowness in payment noted by some elements at the College occurred because proper invoicing procedures were probably not followed and because the invoices failed to reach the Business Office. Disbursements cannot be made without proper authorization.

McGrath collaborated Coriden's statement, adding that to the best of his knowledge, all the college's outstanding bills received by the Business Office before January had been paid. Sources at Notre Dame indicated that the Crux billing was also paid as of yesterday, and that the newspaper would publish next week.

---

Univac for people who want to make it better

Here at Univac, we've spent the better part of 20 years working to make the world a little better place to live. For example, Univac computers help to direct traffic, watch bank accounts, run steel mills, build bridges, keep track of air-line flights.

But the important problems are the problems that aren't anywhere near solution, yet... overcrowded cities, dwindling natural resources, food shortages.

These are the problems we're working on today and this is where you come in.

Univac needs electrical and mechanical engineers, chemists, physicists, mathematicians; men and women with a scientific education but a humanitarian leaning, to help build the computers that will make tomorrow's world the kind of world it should be.

Get more information on Univac by visiting your college or university placement office. Univac will be on campus soon.

---
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Carousel

Morris Civic Auditorium

Wed. March 6

T.O. productions presents in concert

Doug Clark

And The Hot Nuts

"One of the Hottest Shows on Campus from Coast to Coast"

Full 21/2 Hour Show

"For The Adult Minded Only"

$2.00 $3.00 $4.00

all seats reserved

Mail Orders Now. Envelope Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope Make Check to T.O. Productions & Send to Morris Civic Auditorium.
IRISH GOING TO NIT

By TERRY O'NEILL

Unwinding your mind, baby. The Irish are going to Fun City for the NIT. After his boys whipped NYU 70-67 in Madison Square Garden Tuesday night, Coach Jimmy Deen announced Notre Dame will return to the Garden next month for the National Invitational Tournament. It will be ND's first appearance ever in the NIT.

An ecstatic Dee declared, "We're going to the NIT. It's a great thrill and a great honor to stand beside any other school in the nation and be invited to the NIT." He went on to thank the Alumni Association. The Alumni Association has been, Dee said, "an outstanding group of people that has really inspired us to do things we never would otherwise have done." Dee also thanked the students, faculty and administration of the University of Notre Dame, and added, "We'll do our best to bring home some hardware." The NIT announcement overshadowed a tight struggle between the Irish and the Violets. Notre Dame held a 60-50 late in the second half, but NYU went on a 12-1 binge, cutting the deficit to 62-61. But the Irish never lost their lead, or their composure. Dwight Murphy's jumper made it 64-61 before the Violets retaliated with a hoop. Bob Whitmore dropped both ends of a one-and-one free throw at 1:10 to make it 66-61. Dick Arrington's jumper, shot with the losers at .48 before Mike O'Connell set the score 68-65 with two charity tosses.

Jim Miller of NYU missed a field goal try at .26 and O'Connell was off with his free throw (even the Irish garnered the rebound and Bob Anzen was fouled at .08. He knocked in a pair of foul shots, three strapped NYU net and got at the buzzer to make the final 70-67.

Miller was the game's high scorer with 23 points. Leading the Irish were Arrington's 22, Whitmore's 18 and Murphy's 10.

The NIT announcement came as some surprise to Athletic Director Edward W. (Moore) Krause. Earlier in the evening he said "It is not likely" that ND would accept a bid because of the University policy against post-season tournaments.

But after Coach Dee made it formal, Krause expressed pleasure with the decision and said out-of-town commitments this week had prevented him from discussing the matter with the Athletic Board and its chairman, Fr. Joyce.

THE IRISH EYE

A Catholic Club

BY TOM CONDON

The New York Athletic Club has been, for the last hundred years or so, a status symbol. Young eaux whose parents belong or hope to belong have been impressed by young ladies cities for taking their children there. The club has impressive dining and athletic facilities, and most of the big city's important people belong. Over the years, great athletes, such as Glen Cunningham, have participated on the club's teams.

But the club has one rather strange idiosyncrasy. For some reason, it appears, does not allow membership to Negroes. The Negro students at the University of Notre Dame, an ND alum

Led by Ken Woodward, '57, the Catholic Club has been a welcome at the club.

Negro that ever attended Notre Dame, and for no reason, they do not act, they will have betrayed every Negro that ever attended ND, especially those who have participated in athletics.

There is a certain amount of hope that this whole red klux phenomenon has come to an end. The statements from two former ND All-American backdrops, Angela Bertelli and Frank Tripacka, also, it is reported, John Mc Hale, General Manager of the ND and a member of the NYAC Board of Directors (also an alum) is working for a change in policy. There is hope from someone like McHale. He did not release Hank Aaron a job because he was a Negro.

But if no action is taken, then Notre Dame Alumni clubs are, beyond the fear of losing prestige and vitality, pointless. At least most Y.M.C.A.'s have handball courts.

The next to last big weekend of the winter season this week. Seven events are on the schedule, four of them at home.

The action begins at 7 this evening in Rockne Pool where Western Michigan engages The Duquesne Fighting Irish. Meanwhile, in Milwaukee, Notre Dame battles Milwaukee Tech and Iowa. The Irish are carrying a 29-game winning streak and an 11-0 mark this year.

Tomorrow, the Central Collegiate Conference track meet comes to the Fieldhouse. Trials for the meet begin at 1:30 p.m. Finals for the field events continue at 6:30 while the track finals are set for 7:15. I.D. Cards are required for admission.

Elsewhere tomorrow, the wrestlers visit Michigan State and the fencers meet Illinois and Wisconsin in Madison. The hockey club has two afternoon sessions. Wednesday's schedule provides the opposition Saturday and Northern Illinois comes in Sunday.